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Wonder 

CULTIVATING THROUGH CREATIVITY



Pinhole Photography
Lo-fi tech to appreciate the process Think deeply and speak in metaphors

Stop Motion Animation

Ancient ink marbling to rebalance 
Suminagashi

Bring things to life, literally

LEGO Serious Play

INNOVATION PROGRAM (INCLUDES KITS)  
This series of hands-on workshops provides the necessary stimulation and creative
flow that result in bold ideas. And teams that play well together!

Assemble ephemera to gift 
Mail Art

Craft your own tune
Music Box 



COMMUNICATIONS PROGRAM 
This series of fun, virtual workshops is the most well-rounded approach to building
effective voice and broad communication skills. 

Step into your character

See what others hear

Haiku
Encapsulate with concision

Choreography

Storytelling

Visual Music
Explain your move

Start with listening

Chess

Mindful Listening

Move in sync

Build your answers 
LEGO Serious Play

Understand your strengths
It Factor

Explore humor
Find the Fun



WHAT OUR CLIENTS ARE SAYING

"Today was epic! Such a comprehensive,
powerful and engaging creative session
today! It was nothing short of amazing,
completely crushed it!"

"Very special experience that was
completely unique, relaxing, fun,
interesting, engaging and creatively
energizing. A lot of boxes to check and
this experience did it all."

"You created so much connection
on the team in such a short period."

"So fun! I have received so much great
feedback and can’t wait to sign up for
more! The word on 28Muses is spreading
like wildfire around SVB!"

"The first day at my new job we
contracted 28Muses for a team building /
creative exercise and it was the best way
to really get to know my team!"

"It was a fabulous experience full
of open dialogue that really got
the creative juices flowing."

"Our team had a great time with 28Muses
for our summer 2021 virtual offsite! It was
nice to see my colleagues come out of
their comfort zones!"

"One of the best virtual wellness
experiences I've done, as well as a
creative flow kickstarter. Completely
unexpected, awesome and beautiful!"

"The end result of a 28Muses is a work
life that is more productive and
enjoyable."



Suminagashi, Japanese for “floating ink”, is a traditional art form from the 12th century
that reveals the mesmerizing, ever-changing nature of water.  We will be creating a
floating piece of art on the surface of the water and capturing the swirling, ever-
morphing moments as prints on coasters. You will gain a new understanding of fluid
dynamics as we incorporate natural forces, such as breath and vibration, into our art
to create visual harmony. At the end of the experience, you will walk away with a
greater sense of your natural artistic abilities, a renewed sense of wonder and
creativity, and a Sumi kit for de-stressing that will last for years! 

Suminagashi instructor and workshop host
One hour creative workshop filled with wonder 
Step-by-step instruction on suminagashi and group show & tell 
1 Sumi kit shipped to each attendee in advance
Basic kit: sumi ink, surfectant, trays, brushes, and paper for printing
Sake kit includes: sake + 4 white coasters and a gift bag

What’s included:

SUMINAGASHI
Meditative + Kit | 60min | 100+ | Virtual or IRL in NYC

Outcomes:
Feeling present in

the moment,
wonder, creative

recharge

$95pp standard kit and shipping (priority & international
shipping additional)
$135pp sake kit and standard shipping 
Discount available for larger groups
Minimum cost: $950
10% off for subscription clients
Pairs perfectly with 30min Haiku ($300)

Cost:

About Your Cultivator:
Natalie Stopka is a New York based artist focused on creative
processes rooted in the materials and forces of the natural
world. Her pursuit of historical surface patterning techniques
includes natural dyeing, pigment extraction, marbling, and
printmaking. These meticulous, layered processes incorporate
materials grown in her studio dye garden.



About Your Cultivator:
Sally Bozzuto is an artist, educator, and creativity coach with
specialization in lens-based arts, installation, social practice,
and sound. She has over a decade of experience teaching at
some of the top art institutions in the country including the
Rhode Island School of Design, School of Visual Arts, and
International Center for Photography among others.

$110pp kit and standard shipping
(priority & international shipping
additional)
Discount available for large groups
Minimum cost: $1100
10% off for subscription clients

Cost:

PINHOLE PHOTOGRAPHY
Expressive + Kit | 90min | up to 30 people | Format: Virtual or IRL in NYC

Pinhole Photography instructor and workshop host
90min, hands-on creative workshop resulting in 1-3 instantly developed
B&W photographs
Step-by-step instruction and group show & tell 
1 kit shipped to each attendee in advance including pop up camera
book, photo papers, trays, and ground coffee/baking soda mixture for
development

What’s included:

We will walk you through the history of photography and the steps of taking a
photo (the analog way) and developing it with simple household materials.
Armed with a humble sheet of paper incredibly fashioned as pop-up pinhole
camera, photo paper, coffee, and washing soda, we'll capture and print a
photo using 1800s tech, reminding us that the most lo-fi materials can be
structured to tap into the most impressive forces at play in our world. 

Outcomes:
confidence,

presence, effective
voice, empathy,

meaningful
connection with

others



LEGO-certified instructor and workshop host
One hour creative workshop filled with profound answers to
2 prompts (can be customized based on client needs) 
Step-by-step instruction on LEGO Serious Play and group
show & tell 
1 kit shipped to each attendee in advance

What’s included:

LEGO SERIOUS PLAY

Build authentic connection through LEGO Serious Play - just for fun or
tackle complex challenges.  What better way to help the team(s)
play better together in the sandbox than to come together with a
bag of LEGOs. Tactile play helps the brain process complex
questions, and the 3D LEGO models become metaphors that can
overcome challenges, bridge gaps, and build authentic connection
between team members.

Expressive + Kit | 60min-half day | 100+ | Virtual or IRL in NYC

$95pp kit and shipping (priority & international
shipping additional)
Discount available for large groups
Minimum cost: $950
10% off for subscription clients
Also available for 2-3hrs or half day bespoke
workshop - please contact for pricing

Cost:

About Your Cultivator:
Brandon Wetzstein, a LEGO-certified Serious Play Instructor,
is a seasoned business strategist with variety of roles across
retail, data analysis, technology, operations, and innovation.
Having led teams at Target, BestBuy, and other national
brands, Brandon works with teams on solving their toughest
challenges which are often hard to articulate.

Outcomes:
Clear and profound

articulation of perspectives
on individual/ project/
company basis, deep
connection, can be

adapted based on project
objectives/themes



Expressive + Kit | 90min | up to 50 people | Virtual or IRL in NYC

$95pp kit and standard shipping
(priority & international shipping
additional)
Discounts available for large groups
Minimum cost: $950
10% off for subscription clients

Cost:
Outcomes:

Decision making,
quick thinking, strong

choices, flow,
playfulness,
connection

STOP MOTION ANIMATION

Animation instructor and workshop host
One hour creative workshop resulting in 1-2 short, fun, stop
motion animations featuring hand-made figures and household
objects
Step-by-step instruction on stop motion animation and group
show & tell 
1 kit shipped to each attendee in advance including armature
wire, clay, brackets, moss, and googly eyes

What’s included:

Witness the sensation of slowing down time coupled with the joy of
breathing life into the inanimate in this dynamic experience. We'll
build mini 3D models with wire, brackets, clay, moss, googly eyes,
and other household objects and learn to shoot, compile, and
share a short stop motion animation in a 90min session.

About Your Cultivator:
Stefan Zeniuk is a NYC-born saxophonist, composer,
animator and DJ. His original stop-motion animations have
been featured on NPR and Billboard. He has toured
internationally with his band, Gato Loco, is the inventor of
the Flame-O-Phone, a fire-breathing baritone sax, and has
performed and recorded with bands ranging from Vampire
Weekend to The Violent Femmes.



Paper art instructor and workshop host
One hour creative workshop resulting in 3-5 collage
postcards ready to mail 
1 kit shipped to each attendee in advance including 5 blank
postcards, packet of paper ephemera, glue stick, and scissors

What’s included:

$95pp including kit and domestic
standard shipping
Priority & international shipping
available for additional charge
Discount available for large groups
Minimum cost: $950
10% off for subscription clients

Cost:
Outcomes:

Artistic flow, being
present in the

moment, connection,
strong decision

making

We’ll be guided into the wide and varied history of collage and weave a
story with paper ephemera that you can mail to a loved one same day. We’ll
explore various techniques: hand-ripping paper, layering, color
combinations, using text and photographs, composition and accessible
prompts for further exploration. The framework for our collages will be
postcards that we will craft along with loving messages to send to loved ones
and friends. Handmade visuals and notes add a personal layer of
connectivity in these times of separation.

MAIL ART - COLLAGE POSTCARDS
Expressive + Kit | 60min | 100+ | Virtual or IRL in LA

About Your Cultivator:
Molly studied literature with a personal minor in collecting
other people's lives. With an obsession of old paper
ephemera, vintage photos, and every single discarded book
that exists, her work re-imagines untold stories behind the
otherwise forgotten items of everyday. A self-taught artist, the
medium of both paper and textile collage is Molly's dominant
form of communicating and her artwork has shown in New
York, San Francisco and Los Angeles. 



Workshop Host and a world-renowned composer
One-hour creative workshop punching your own song(s) for your
music box - what would your name sound like in song? 
Participants just need pen & paper (no kit or shipping)

What’s included:

MUSIC BOX

Compose music for your own music box!  Composer and artist Nathan
Hall leads you on an experience that gives you the tools to create
original compositions from a music box kit. We'll use hand-punched
paper and music-staff guides to make beautiful tones. We'll think
"outside the box" to make our music come alive--no music training
necessary! Spinning ballerinas and horror film scares sold separately.

Expressive + Kit | 60-90min | 100+ | Virtual

Outcomes:
sensory awakening,
enhanced listening,

synching brain
waves,

collaboration

About Your Cultivator:
Nathan Hall is a composer and artist who uses music as a
tool to explore a variety of fields including science, nature,
the fine arts, history, and sexuality. He's a former Fulbright
Fellow to Iceland, a McKnight Visiting Composer, and he
holds his Doctorate in Musical Arts from CU Boulder. His
works have been performed and exhibited in 12 US States
and 14 countries.

$110pp kit and standard shipping
(priority & international shipping
additional)
Discount available for large groups
Minimum cost: $1100
10% off for subscription clients

Cost:



Workshop Host and a dancer from a NYC dance company
One-hour active and physically expressive workshop with free style
movement (on your feet or sitting in a chair based on client’s
request) as well as group movement
Participants will put together a short choreography in groups of 4 in
breakout rooms and some can perform in front of the whole groups
Lots of laughter!
No kit is needed for participation, just show up!

What’s included:

MOVEMENT / CHOREOGRAPHY
Expressive | 60min | 100+ | Virtual or IRL in NYC

$375 plus $28pp 
$1000 monthly flat rate for
subscription clients

Cost:

Liberate the notions of limited motion with this movement & choreography
experience led by a professional dance company. No prior experience
or physical prowess is needed to explore how we can collaborate to
create something bigger than ourselves. This workshop can be adapted
to be a wellness event done sitting in a chair with only upper body motion
- either way, just as meaningful and just as rewarding!

Outcomes:
Lower stress,

communication and
collaboration

through movement
and laughter

About Your Cultivator:
Ariel Rivka Grossman founded Ariel Rivka Dance in 2008. Her
work has been presented at BAM Fisher, Gordon Center, New
Jersey Performing Arts Center, Dixon Place, Baruch Performing
Arts Center, and New York Live Arts amongst others. Ariel draws
inspiration from the struggles and joys of the human experience,
particularly through being a woman and mother. Through
collaboration, Ariel encourages her dancers to bring themselves
to the work—molding pieces that are striking, evocative, and
multi-layered.



Extraordinary sound bath and workshop on mindful listening led by an opera
singer will ground you into the present moment. Sound is an extraordinary medium
for understanding our inner and outer worlds. We will be guided on a mindful
listening journey to explore awareness and widen our perception both individually,
and through structured discussion throughout. Despite being on Zoom, top notch
equipment will transport you as if you were in the same room as the musician.

MINDFUL LISTENING

Workshop Host and a NYC opera-singer turned sound meditation instructor
One-hour meditative workshop resulting in a better understanding of the
science of sound, sound vs noise, how to focus on listening, and a deeper
connection with colleagues over what they hear
No kit is needed for participation, just show up!

What’s included:

Meditative | 60min | 100+ | Virtual or IRL in AZ 

Outcomes:
Sensory awakening,

feeling present in the
moment, empathy,
physical recharge

$375 plus $28pp 
$1000 monthly flat rate for subscription clients 

Cost:

About Your Cultivator:
Abigail Elizabeth Fischer is a sound meditation practitioner, mindful
listening teacher, singer and musician. Abigail has performed as an
opera singer and chamber musician from Los Angeles Opera,
Lincoln Center, Carnegie Hall to Beijing and Teatro di Bolzano,
specialising in contemporary opera premieres, Baroque music, and
soul-centered multi-media creations.



One-hour creative workshop led by a NYC
Improv Coach
Participants will share their fictional stories
and thoughts on each other’s
Participants just need pen & paper (no kit
or shipping)

What’s included:

$375 plus $28pp 
$1000 monthly flat rate for subscription
clients 

Cost:

STORYTELLING
Expressive | 60min | 100+ | Virtual or IRL in NYC

Embark on a guided journey to discover a new character of your own
invention. We’ll explore a process to easily translate that character to the
page and then how to embody it in the form of a 1-2 minute monologue. 

About Your Cultivator:
Irene Carroll is a Senior Instructor at ANDTheatre
Company. She was the Artistic Director at Gotham City
Improv in NYC. She has worked with legendary Gary
Austin, the founder of the Groundlings & Performed
alongside David Razowsky. Irene produces, directs, acts,
hosts and lives life with a YES AND motto.

Outcomes:
Confidence, presence,

effective voice,
empathy, meaningful

connection with others



All the words worth saying in one breath.  We'll tap into the power of concision by writing
and sharing observations and memories in the form of haikus, without the burden of
counting syllables! Participants open up with insightful playfulness, just the right amount of
vulnerability and trust building for any organization. This liberating and transportive
experience fosters mindfulness and meaningful connection within the team.  

Traditional haikus are written about moment in nature, however this experience can be
adapted for any theme (eg. holiday party or milestone celebration or company offsite).

HAIKU
Expressive | 60min | 100+ | Virtual or IRL in NYC

One hour creative workshop led by a Haiku Cultivator - 2 rounds of Haiku based on
traditional Japanese woodblock prints and personal memories
Participants will share their haikus and thoughts on each other’s
Participants just need pen & paper (no kit or shipping)

What’s included:

Outcomes:
Connection through

transportive personal
memories, clear and

concise
communication

About Your Cultivator:
Alyssa Gundred, Cofounder/CEO of 28Muses, a long time student of
Japanese culture. She has traveled to Japan many times and shares her
life-changing encounter in Japan with a Haiku master in this session.
Previously, Alyssa was the Head of Ops and HR for Myriad360, where
Alyssa grew the company to over 100 employees.

$375 plus $28pp 
$1000 monthly flat rate for subscription clients 

Cost:



Workshop Host and a world-renowned composer
One-hour creative workshop resulting in abstract drawings,
interactive sound making, and lots of laughter
Participants just need pen & paper (no kit or shipping)

What’s included:

VISUAL MUSIC
Led by a globally recognized composer, Visual Music explores how
our sense of hearing and seeing can work in concert to more fully
experience our world. 

Utilizing both sides of the brain, we will transform visual shapes into
sounds, and sounds into graphic abstraction in a one hour virtual
session led by composer and artist Nathan Hall. This fun visual-sonic
collage is filled with laughter and reveals how each person thinks and
perceives in a unique way.

Expressive | 60min | 100+ | Virtual

$375 plus $28pp 
$1000 monthly flat rate for
subscription clients 

Cost:
Outcomes:

sensory awakening,
enhanced listening,

synching brain
waves,

collaboration

About Your Cultivator:
Nathan Hall is a composer and artist who uses music as a
tool to explore a variety of fields including science, nature,
the fine arts, history, and sexuality. He's a former Fulbright
Fellow to Iceland, a McKnight Visiting Composer, and he
holds his Doctorate in Musical Arts from CU Boulder. His
works have been performed and exhibited in 12 US States
and 14 countries.



One-hour creative workshop led by a NYC Improv Coach
Participants will learn simple tactics for seeing and sharing the
humor in the everyday 
Just need pen & paper (no kit or shipping)

What’s included:

FIND THE FUN
Expressive | 60min for up to 6 people | 90min for up to 10 people | Virtual or IRL in NYC

Find the fun out of the everyday and the bizarre out of the mundane.
This interactive workshop for a small group of up to 10 will change
everyone's perspective on everyday life.   

About Your Cultivator:
Andrew Linderman is a writer, actor, storyteller and story
coach based in Brooklyn, NY. He has taught at TheMoth,
General Assembly, Upright Citizens Brigade and NYU, and is
the founder of The Story Source, a consultancy that helps
artists, entrepreneurs and professionals tell compelling stories. 

Outcomes:
Seeing humor in the

everyday, confidence,
presence, empathy,

meaningful connection
with others

Flat rate of $500 for 60min for up to
6 participants
Flat rate of $750 for 90min for up to
10 participants

Cost:

http://www.thestorysource.org/


Workshop Host and a NYC Casting Director
turned Coach
One-hour personal storytelling workshop 
No kit is needed for participation, just show up!

What’s included:

IT FACTOR
Expressive | 60min for 6 people | 90min for 10 people | Virtual or IRL in NYC

About Your Cultivator:
Brette Goldstein has been casting and coaching for over 20 years
and her passion is teaching innovators, executives, and salespeople
how to identify their “Special Sauce.” Brette has casted five television
series (USA, LMN, Lifetime, History Channel, Investigation Discovery),
over 50 independent films, 300 commercials, 100 plays, seven pilot
presentations and various new media projects. Films Brette has cast
have won awards and been official selections at most of the major
film festivals, including Sundance, Tribeca and Cannes.

Flat rate of $500 for 60min
for up to 6 participants
Flat rate of $750 for 90min
for up to 10 participants

Cost:

What's everyone's secret sauce on your team? Discover everyone's IT Factor
through personal storytelling, facilitated by a hilarious and successful NYC
Casting Director who's an expert at analyzing personality and what makes
each person shine. Perfect for management teams and boards or to deepen
relationships with a key client. Participants will walk away uplifted and have a
better understanding of their own strengths as well as empathy and trust of
other participants.

Outcomes:
Communication,
understanding

personal and each
other’s strengths,
deep connection



Expressive | 60min-90min | 100+ | Virtual or IRL in NYC

$375 plus $28pp 
$1000 monthly flat rate for subscription clients 
Optional small travel-size chess kit can be
added for $28pp including standard shipping
Minimum cost: $1000

Cost:

Outcomes:
Communication,
quick thinking,

decision-making,
and collaboration

CHESS

Workshop Host and a Chess Grandmaster
One-hour chess workshop with a piece by
piece refresher and a group game
No kit is needed for participation, just show up!
A small travel-size chess kit is optional 

What’s included:

Did you know that the Queen was originally a weak chess piece until
Queen Isabella of Spain became the most powerful woman in
Europe in the late 15th century and demanded that the Queen 
 become the strongest chess piece on the board?

A chess master will enlighten us with chess stories, review a famous
game, and refresh piece movements before setting up a
collaborative online game where the team plots & plays together
against him. No prior chess skill is required.

About Your Cultivator:
Pascal Charbonneau is a Grandmaster of chess and has won
two Canadian Chess Championships plus represented Canada
in five Chess Olympiads between 2000 and 2008. Pascal was a
Trader on Wall Street for over 12 years and currently a Senior
Portfolio Manager for an asset management firm. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grandmaster_(chess)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chess
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canadian_Chess_Championship
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chess_Olympiad


OUR SECRET SAUCE

Activation
New experiences excite and challenge the brain.  We choose
low-barrier-to-entry, high-impact activities that easily turn on the
spigot of creativity.

Connection
Our guided facilitation fosters the right amount of vulnerability
that forges authentic and meaningful moments of connection -
even via webcam.

Application
After each experience, we name the dynamics & processes to
illuminate how your team can apply these new tools in their work
and world.

We give your team permission to be creative and hold space for
their curiosity, imagination, and playfulness.Permission

The act of creating leapfrogs your team into a flow-state of
deep work and quick thinking where possibilities blossom without
limitations.

Flow

Employees identifying as "creative" report being happier, more fulfilled, and are
more likely to describe themselves as innovative, confident, and problem solvers.



Subscription
 
 

Workshops with kits $95pp-$135pp $pp with discount

One-time

Frequency

Workshops without kits

One-time

Flat rate based on team size$375 plus $28pp

Easy Booking & 
Worry-free Process

Confirm availability for
workshop date/time
Secure booking with deposit
For kits - provide names/
address 2 weeks in advance
28Muses will send zoom invite
- Show up and play! 

1.

2.
3.

4.

Provide date/time (eg first
Thur of every month at 5pm)
Set up repeat payment
For kits - provide names/
addresses 2 weeks in advance
28Muses will send zoom invite -
Show up and play! 

1.

2.
3.

4.

PRICING & SUBSCRIPTION 

Monthly/Bimonthly/Quarterly



ABOUT THE TEAM
Our mission is to cultivate creative power through wonder, play, and connection to
uplift the human experience. The core team has a combined 50+ years of relevant
experience in People & Talent, operations, management, strategy, hospitality,
technology, and arts & entertainment.

Co-founder / CEO
Former Head of Ops & HR

for Myriad360
Creative Director

COO
Former VP Ops for Alley

Soho House 

Co-founder / CFO
Former US CEO of

Gett JPMorgan
Forbes 30 Under 30

Creative Producer
Former Executive Producer

of Blue Man Group

Alyssa Gundred Damon KornhauserJing Wang Herman Jennie Willink

Book free consultationBook free 30min Haiku

jing@28Muses.comalyssa@28Muses.com

http://calendly.com/jingh
https://calendly.com/28muses-alyssa/freedemo?month=2022-02

